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This essay presents a pedagogical model for beginning
design that introduces digital fabrication methods
through an integrated learning framework. Ripples – a
wall sculpture made collectively by all second year
architecture and interior design students as a joint
project between studio, graphics and shop—exemplifies
design practice as a collective activity. In this example,
solutions emerge out of interactions among multiple
stakeholders through iterative experimentation and
optimization.The goal of this essay is to provoke a
rethinking of the status-quo pedagogical practices in
order to incorporate digital fabrication within existing
curricular structures as a core skill for beginning design
students, rather than merely as a technology course
elected by a few students. Conclusions suggest the
relevance to broader contexts of lessons learned from
this modest experiment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Digital media have caused a knowledge explosion, redefined classroom
content delivery methods, and changed learning environments.These
changes pose significant curricular and pedagogical challenges.The 19th
century model of mass education–in which a learner, after schooling, would
enter a career lasting a lifetime–is no longer relevant.The quantity of
knowledge in the world is doubling every 18 months according to the
American Society of Training and Documentation (ASTD). Adding more
courses to the curriculum is not a viable option. Instead, the focus should
be on rethinking teaching practices, and retooling pedagogies to help
students develop their critical thinking and lifelong learning skills in
accessing and evaluating information.

1.1. Collaborative learning
It is now more important than ever for students to know where to find the
knowledge they require than it is for them to internalize it. Siemens
proposes “connectivism” as a learning theory for the digital age [1]. His
approach attempts to bring about learning by active participation and by
connecting people with each other and to information.These models are
gaining traction in creating Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) aimed
at increasing access to knowledge through distance education.The
educational effectiveness of MOOCs is still a subject of debate, because
they equate access to knowledge and information delivery with learning. Any
further discussion on this topic is beyond the scope of this essay, except to
say that the key issue in learning is engaging learners.
While computers provide easy access to knowledge, they also
encourage people to be passive consumers of information. Research shows
that the best learning experiences occur when people are engaged in
activities that they enjoy and care about. Mitchel Resnick, professor and
head of the Lifelong Kindergarten group at the MIT Media Lab, shows that
when children use computers more like paint brushes and less like
televisions, “playful learning” occurs because of a stronger sense of active
participation, opening up new opportunities for children to playfully explore,
experiment, design, and invent [2].This applies to the higher education
learning situation as well. Essentially, this approach requires carefully framing
the problems such that they are meaningful and exciting to students to
engage in, and incorporating computational processes as part of the basic
skills and core competencies to solve them.
The nature of the present-day problems is systemic. The knowledge
required to design solutions transcends any individual’s mental capacity or
disciplinary knowledge.This requires participation of experts from a wide
range of disciplines. Computers play an important role in these regards, by
connecting people and enabling them to work together.Therefore, it is
more important than ever to teach interdisciplinary collaborative
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approaches to creative problem solving. A more appropriate objective of
learning and education in the 21st century would be to develop
“Renaissance Communities,” instead of “Renaissance Scholars”[3].

1.2. New Practices
Architectural solutions are influenced by certain key parameters such as
light, wind, economics, occupant load, etc. during the design phases.
Conventional solutions culminate in architecture represented by a static
structure. In reality, these parameters are not always constant; some of them
vary over time. Complexities brought by the speed of change in the digital
society further amplify this notion.The way people work, spend leisure time,
and live has been changing at a dramatic rate directly influenced by evolving
technologies. Consequently, our environments need to reflect these
changes. Design projects should not only consider initial solutions, but also
extended periods of redesign and evolution. Advances in digital technologies
allow not just the creation of static forms, but an architecture that is
adaptable to changes in environment, occupancy, program, user behavior,
economics, etc. Consequently, the building’s life-cycle considerations in
response to these conditions should be part of the design process. Beyond
making static forms, 21st century design education needs to consider the
interactions and experiences, services and strategies, and include the
creation of physical systems capable of change and adaptation.The following
case studies illustrate some of these ideas.

1.3. Crowdsourced design
The first case study is a carbon nanotube balloon sculpture that was
manufactured by a process called crowdsourcing, an overarching term that
 Figure 1. Carbon Nano-tube balloon
sculpture made by crowd participation
at Cincinnati Museum Center. Photo
by author.
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denotes enlisting a large number of individuals to perform a particular task,
typically using the Web as a means [4].The University of Wisconsin
Materials Research Science and Engineering Center Interdisciplinary
Education Group developed such an interactive process that involves
crowds generating a giant balloon sculpture of a Carbon Nano-tube to
educate the public about nanotechnologies [5]. As shown in Figure 1, it
takes form through the interactions of people in a public atrium or lobby
over a few days. Curious passersby participate by adding a balloon segment
to a structure hung from the ceiling with a pulley mechanism.This is a selfexplanatory design process, involving people separated by time and distance
to generate curiosity and hook them into science through the art of
making.The characteristic of this process may be understood as a recipe to
generate form.This solution is designed by an interdisciplinary group with
expertise in the arts, design, engineering, psychology, and science to fit the
skillsets of lay people.The process of human interactions not only generates
the form, but an interest and curiosity about what the form represents.This
ultimately leads people to learn more about nanotechnologies.

1.4. Reconfigurable Architecture
The second case study, AVROKO’s Park Avenue restaurant in New York
(Figure 2) provides a good example for how objects or spaces can be
designed to permit reconfiguration in order to be more engaging.The
understanding of the restaurant experiences and services sets up the design
and coordination of distinct iterations for interiors and seasonally inspired
menus down to the business cards and matchboxes. Surfaces, lighting, and
fixtures have been designed and fabricated to transform four times every
year to reflect the change of seasons [6]. Note that this process was
 Figure 2. (Clockwise) Summer,
Autumn,Winter, Spring schemes were
inspired by Cook’s exploration of New
Zealand. Photos by Michael Weber
used with permission from AVROKO.
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designed for a predetermined number of transformations.

1.5. Design with Life-cycle considerations
The problem of conventional buildings being conceived to provide one
design solution in a static configuration is addressed by the next example.
“Party Wall” by CODA provides an architecture that adapts to user
behavior, context, and even its own lifecycle. It is a temporary structure
engaging the urban scale of Brooklyn as a billboard [7].This project reflects
an understanding of technology, business, and human psychology (Figure 3).
The geometries and material properties of industrial byproducts drive the
development of the building assembly details and strategies. Additionally its
form responds to the scale of the courtyard by acting as a stage-set for a
series of micro-performances, and by shedding its skin in order to
accommodate those events. Upon dismantling the structure, the seating
units that were designed to form scales on the lower skin are sold to the
public and thus upcycled.

 Figure 3. (Top Left) A custom steel
structural frame is made of leftovers.
(Bottom Left) The skin consists of the
boards that are byproducts of
skateboard manufacturing. (Right) The
scales of the skin are removable to be
used by for informal seating. Photos
Copyright Zachary Newton.

 Figure 4. Benches are available for
sale online to the public after the
temporary installation has been taken
down. Image courtesy of Caroline
O’Donnel.
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2. MAKING OF RIPPLES- METHODOLOGY
To foster the types of learning and new practices described in the previous
section, a design methodology was developed to model appropriate
technical and social infrastructure.The ensuing exercise, “Making Ripples,”
involved iterative experimentation as a strategy for design and fabrication.
It explored digital fabrication as a core craft, a creative social process, and
an integrated learning framework to connect learning across the courses.
The project was introduced in the studio as a design charrette to make
a tile art wall sculpture consisting of individual student tiles. Its outcomes
were discussed one week later. In the interim the graphics media course
spent one class period working on digital media skills. Students, in groups of
four, through a signup system, received up to four hours of informal
instruction from the shop crew. Overall, the project involved five faculty
members with multiple areas of expertise, the shop manager and his
student crew, and all second year (65 architecture and 15 interior design)
students. On average, each student spent 8 hours on this project, and paid
$10 towards the costs of the materials.
As a theme for the tile design, students were asked to tell the story of
water droplets landing on a surface of water by considering the ripples they
might make (Figure 5).The preparatory discussion included an overview of
contemporary and historical precedents for bottom-up generation as a
method of design, surface manipulation as a tactic, and several examples of
advanced wood CNC milling techniques [8].
Two shapes of tessellating tiles were provided for the students to
choose from (Figure 6).They were then required to utilize a script to ripple
it, and a CNC mill to make a wood tile (Figure 7). In preparation, an upperclass undergraduate student, recruited to help test this process, successfully
built a foam mockup within an hour (Figure 8). Based on this, a set of
ground rules was developed for the students (Figure 9).The shop crew
prepared 3” thick planks that were about 7’ long in seven varieties of
common hardwoods for the students to use with the CNC mill.
 Figure 5. Close-up view of tiles
showing variations of ripples due to
user’s choice of center, width, and
height of the wave. (Drawing by
author.)
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 Figure 6. Deriving dihedral Escherlike tiles using David Bailey’s grid filling
process. (Drawing by author.)

 Figure 7. (Left)Visual interface for
ripple script in formZ. (Courtesy of
AutoDesSys.)
(Right) Three different states of a tile.

 Figure 8. Mockup. (Photo by author.)
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 Figure 9. Ground rules for making
Ripples.

2.1. Formulating Ground rules
Although the logic of scripting and Deleuzian difference-and-repetition have
been combined to make generative design trendy in contemporary
architectural discourse [9], it is important to remember that generative
design is not exclusive to digital media–it has a rich history in architectural
practice, as evidenced by some Hindu temples, Chinese pagodas, and Islamic
ornamentation [10]. In music, for example, Mozart’s 1787 Musikalisches
Würfelspiel (Musical Dice Game), allows the player to randomize the music
and create completely new minuets [11]. Similarly, MC Escher, a student of
Islamic art, explored the generative nature of the “regular division of the
plane” to create narrative tile art [12]. Since most students were familiar
with MC Escher’s work, a project with similar qualities is effective in
engaging the students’ interest. David Bailey’s grid filling process made this
generative process easily accessible to beginning design students.
Traditional media-based craft requires hard-earned skill to achieve
superior results. By contrast, the craft is now embedded into the digital
tools, and their developers are constantly inventing user-friendly interfaces
to lower the skills required to get superior results. Consequently, one of the
downsides, as David Pye cautions, is that it encourages the “workmanship of
certainty” that yields sterile outcomes, as opposed to the “workmanship of
risk” guided by human judgment [13].The Ripples process seeks the latter
by building human factors into the computational process.The generative
process is set up such that the student optimizes the forms with interactive
experimentation by choosing parameters for the depth (1” to 2”), shape of
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the ripple (Wave:Length or Circle: choice of Center, and Radius), parameters
for the gaps between tool path passes (skip 1, 2, or 3), selecting the drill bits
(Hogger, Smooth), materials (7 types of woods), and placement of the tile on
the diagrid.

2.2. Outcomes
Much came of this little exercise; the outcome was serendipitous.
Mechanical limitations, and human errors endemic to the digital fabrication
processes influenced the outcome (Figure 10-12).
 Figure 10. Hogger, Ball-head bits
interchanged during milling process.
(Photo by Julie Dalga.)

 Figure 11.Three passes of CNC
milling shown sequentially
counterclockwise: Roughing with
Hogger bit; Smoothing by Ball-head bit;
drilling holes to hang and cutting the
outer profile. (Photo by Julie Dalga.)
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 Figure 12. Close up of a tile after
CNC process. Extrication involved
band saw to cut, and the sander to
smooth the tile. (Photo by Christina
Janczak.)

 Figure 13. First assembly of the tiles
on the wall. (Photo by author.)

First, the support frame, intended merely as a bland scaffold, became a figural
element (Figure 13, 14).The undergraduate student assistant charged to build
a simple pegboard with pegs spaced at 8” on a 8’X4’ plywood board, on a
tight deadline, came up with an alternative solution.The solid plywood board
turned out to be too heavy to hang.To make it lighter, most of the weight
was carved out using the CNC process.Adobe Illustrator construction lines,
used to create the tile pattern,
were turned into tool paths for
cutting (Figure 6).To circumvent
the CNC router’s mechanical
inability to cut square corners,
they were slightly curved. On the
first run the plywood broke.
Consequently, the material was
changed to medium-density
fiberboard, which worked
successfully.This was the first
time this student had milled a
monolithic artifact of this scale.
This student’s interactive
experimentation resulted in a
curved diagrid frame.
This illustrates a new form of
“digital craft” – thus, confirming
the suggestion of Neri Oxman
[14] that knowledge and skill sets
of digital production contribute
to fabrication-guided design.
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Second, as it turned out, some tiles varied dimensionally from their
intended digital form, and consequently did not fit into the dihedral pattern
as expected (Figure 14, 15).This was due to the CNC machine tolerance
and the handwork of cutting individual pieces with a band saw.These
discrepancies prevented freely relocating the tiles.The pieces with sloppiest
craft were the loners (outliers), whereas those with better craft could flock

 Figure 14. As photographed after six
weeks the composition evolved
differently. (Photo by author.)

 Figure 15. A close-up view showing
gaps in the composition revealing the
diagrid (Photo by author.)
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 Figure 16. Students’
interactions affect the
composition. Photo taken after
one week (Photo by author.)

together.The departure from mathematical purity gave an ambiguous quality
to this installation, making passersby curious to approach closer and touch
the pieces. Upon realizing that these irregular undulations were made of
individual tiles, viewers touched these pieces, took them into their hands for
closer examination, and started to shift the tiles around like puzzle pieces.
These tiles became shareable artifacts that facilitated knowledge exchange
and social interaction, bringing about an emergent process that Fisher [15]
refers to as “social creativity.”
To further encourage this process, the frame was removed from the
wall, and put on a bench in a central space for easier access (Figure 16).
When students could hold these tiles up-close, it created a unique learning
opportunity to appreciate the latent beauty and complexity of materials
(Figures 17, 18).The choice of a variety of locally available hardwoods
including Ash, Cherry, Red Oak,White Oak,Walnut, Poplar, and Maple
allowed students to gain a better appreciation for material. CNC carving
unveiled hidden patterns in the wood grain that were not apparent in the
original slabs of wood, and the choice of drill bits, as well as the tool path
option to skip one or more passes created interesting and unpredictable
striations. Consequently, each individual tile possesses unique material and
textural qualities. Students were required to record quantitative measures
and qualitative outcomes and share this information online. A QR-code
etched on the back of the tile makes this data accessible to anyone with a
smart phone (Figure 19).This added an important function to the piece,
making it a teaching tool for fabrication methodology, experimentation, and
achieving organic qualities that are not easily foreseen.
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 Figure 17. A close up showing seven
types of wood used for milling (Photo
and Illustration by author.)

 Figure 18. A close-up view of
connection. (Photo by author.)

 Figure 19. How subsequent students
with smart phones access knowledge
about the manufacturing process.
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3. DISCUSSION
The Carnegie Foundation for advancement of teaching recognizes
integrative learning as a cornerstone for 21st century education [16]. It is
important to provide students with directions that blend expectations with
freedom, instill a desire to learn, and accommodate diverse learning styles
through informal social interactions.The process described in the previous
section addresses these issues. Students were given a specific shape, a script
for rippling, and step-by-step instructions for making their pieces on the
CNC mill.They were free to explore the variations interactively and created
unique pieces. Situating this project in studio as a teaching environment
enhanced the student’s desire to learn the content delivered in the support
courses. Opportunities to learn from peers informally, or from the
designated tutors more formally provided ample opportunities to suit
various learning styles.The project required only 6-8 hours, but students
could spend a week to do it. Also, this project introduces the notion of
architectural design as a research and inquiry-based practice. Contemporary
architectural practice, according to Stephen Kieran of KieranTimberlake, a
firm that has earned wide acclaims for its innovative work in arenas such as
prefabrication and sustainable design, is about learning from mistakes and
trying to get it right [17]. Accordingly, the goal in this project was not to
fabricate a “perfect or specific form.” Instead, it was purposefully set up to
be broad enough to allow students to generate a solution, fail quickly, and
invest less time and emotion. Situations that support social creativity need
to be sufficiently open-ended and complex that users will encounter
breakdowns [18].These breakdowns offer unique opportunities for
reflection and learning. Kapur demonstrates their value in the learning
process and refers to them as “productive failures” [19]. He identifies three
conditions that promote this kind of beneficial struggle. First, choose
problems to work on that “challenge but do not frustrate.” Second, provide
learners with opportunities to explain and elaborate on what they’re doing.
Third, give learners the chance to compare and contrast good and bad
solutions to the problems.
The product (Ripples) provides an early realization for beginning students
that digital production does not automatically happen with a press of a
button, but requires human judgment, and the integration of specialized
knowledge from various fields to bridge the gap between idea and
realization. Student authors also get to see how other people use, misuse,
abuse, improvise, appreciate, and benefit from the tiles they make.This
situation is preferable to the experiences students have in normative
studios. Among others, Rem Koolhaas criticizes the limitations of normative
studios’ pinups, programs, and projects for their inability to connect
students with the real world, ending with a jury process adjudicating
successes and failures long after their opinions would be of much use to the
task at hand.The only way to make design studio meaningful according to
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Koolhaas is to bring student work into public discourse by turning it into a
form of sharable knowledge [20]. Ripple’s process does this by encouraging
students to think beyond generating static forms to those that are adaptable
and continue to emerge.The underlying dihedral grid simultaneously
accommodates stereotomy (fit) and the movement of tiles to generate
multiple variations in the composition.
The impact of Ripples’ learning outcomes extended beyond our school
by becoming a part of an interactive online teaching module disseminated
nationally for lighting education [21]. Ripples is also displayed in the
department reception area, where visitors as well as the department
community can see and interact with it (Figure 20).This piece has become a
regular stop for visiting groups of potential students; it serves as an
indicator of contemporaneity and the kinds of learning opportunities
afforded by our curriculum.

 Figure 20. “Ripples” mounted as a
backdrop to the department’s
reception desk. Photo by author.

3.1. Lessons learned and subsequent work
The lessons learned with Ripples regarding social creativity and fostering
successful collaborative design practices in an educational setting include
framing the problem with multiple interpretations, assisting learners in the
process, facilitating a dialog among the learning community, and engaging in
reflective conversations about failures and successes. The emergent
outcome of the integrated learning framework represents an overall
process gain: together students achieve much more collaboratively than any
individual course, student, or faculty member could achieve alone within a
similar amount of time.These lessons translated into other projects.
Subsequently, the framework was successfully expanded to other projects
with a similar curricular footprint spanning between studio, graphics,
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environmental systems, and the shop (Figures 21-24).These projects were
full-scale installations at interior and exterior scales with specific purposes,
clear goals, very specific timelines, and realistic constraints. A digitally
supported collaborative environment was set up, involving participation of
stakeholders through the entire process based on iterative experimentation
and social interactions.The problem-based learning community approach
increased students’ curiosity and interest in the creative application of
digital fabrication techniques. Project overlaps between studio and support
courses helped students contextualize their learning. Such projects were
implemented in a building in which students felt a significant sense of
ownership of their spaces and where there were opportunities for
continuous reflection on the process and outcomes. Research shows that
deeper learning occurs when students’ experiences include not just planting
the seeds of creativity, but an opportunity to see them grow (22).

 Figure 21. Upper
level undergraduate
students in the
author’s studio
developed a design
over 4 weeks, and
collaborated with all
the first and second
year students (total of
140 students) and
several other faculty
members to fabricate
and install a sunshade
in 16 hours using
discarded banners and
hockey nets during the
Fall semester 2012.
Photographs by
Author.
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 Figure 22. Aerial view of the shade.
Photograph by Richard Mandimika.

 Figure 23. Thirty-six second year architecture and interior design students lead by section instructors Jay Elliot and Kim Martin,
collaboratively designed and installed an acoustic structure using recycled cardboard over 3 weeks, during the Spring semester 2013.
Photographs by Author.
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 Figure 24. Completed acoustic walls
in response to the stairway noise.

4. CONCLUSION
Emerging digital fabrication methodologies have transformed the making of
conceptual models in the earliest stages of the design process, the
manufacturing and assembling of complex forms in the construction phases,
and the management of buildings throughout their lifecycle. Although it is
imperative to include digital fabrication methodologies in architectural
curricula [23], the challenge lies in how to do it. One of the problems is,
when taught as technology electives, they become awkward intruders into
an already crowded curriculum [24].Therefore, it is crucial to find ways to
integrate this as a fundamental skill in beginning studios. Another notable
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shift is the need to connect geologically distributed talent using digital
media.The most compelling and creative work is emerging out of such
collaborative practices.The NCARB 2013 report identifies greater
collaboration, improved communication skills, as well as hands-on
experiences for increased undertaking of construction materials and
assembly as the key priorities for architectural education [25].Yet most
architecture schools still use the one-on-one studio model to develop the
solitary designer. It is time to rethink the status quo.Twenty-first century
problems are systemic and need collaborative approaches. It is important to
teach students how to collaborate and expose them to the values of social
creativity. Successful contemporary collaborative practices regard the
interactivity, discussion, and pushback provided by group activity as essential
in developing the creative act [26]. It is imperative to rethink current
education practices to increase interactions among students, foster
collaborative approaches, and provide hands-on experiences and continuous
reflection on design work.The project presented here provides a model to
take a step towards that it goal.
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